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Abstract
Despite the publication of several national/international guidelines, the optimal management of patients with asymptomatic
carotid stenosis (AsxCS) remains controversial. This article compares 3 recently released guidelines (the 2020 German–
Austrian, the 2021 European Stroke Organization [ESO], and the 2021 Society for Vascular Surgery [SVS] guidelines) vs the
2017 European Society for Vascular Surgery (ESVS) guidelines regarding the optimal management of AsxCS patients.
The 2017 ESVS guidelines defined specific imaging/clinical parameters that may identify patient subgroups at high future stroke
risk and recommended that carotid endarterectomy (CEA) should or carotid artery stenting (CAS) may be considered for these
individuals. The 2020 German–Austrian guidelines provided similar recommendations with the 2017 ESVS Guidelines. The 2021
ESO Guidelines also recommended CEA for AsxCS patients at high risk for stroke on best medical treatment (BMT), but
recommended against routine use of CAS in these patients. Finally, the SVS guidelines provided a strong recommendation for
CEA+BMT vs BMT alone for low-surgical risk patients with >70% AsxCS. Thus, the ESVS, German–Austrian, and ESO
guidelines concurred that all AsxCS patients should receive risk factor modification and BMT, but CEA should or CAS may also
be considered for certain AsxCS patient subgroups at high risk for future ipsilateral ischemic stroke.
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Introduction

Despite the release of >20 national and international guide-
lines over the last 25 years,1,2 the optimal management of
patients with asymptomatic carotid stenosis (AsxCS) remains
uncertain and controversial. Based on the results of past
randomized controlled trials (RCT)s, early guidelines pro-
vided a strong recommendation for carotid endarterectomy
(CEA) over best medical treatment (BMT) alone for patients
with ≥60–70% AsxCS provided perioperative stroke/death
rates are <3%.1,2 However, subsequent improvements in BMT
have caused a shift towards a more conservative and selective
approach for AsxCS patients.1,2

An earlier systematic review of 28 AsxCS guidelines
demonstrated that 24/28 (86%) guidelines endorsed CEA for
50% to 99% average-surgical risk AsxCS patients, recom-
mending either that CEA should or may be provided. Of
the 27 guidelines that provided recommendations for ca-
rotid artery stenting (CAS) for AsxCS patients, 17/27
(63%) endorsed CAS by recommending that CAS should

(2 guidelines) or may be provided (15 guidelines).2 In 8 other
guidelines (30%), CAS was explicitly not recommended for
average surgical risk AsxCS patients, advising that it should
not be performed routinely.2 Only one guideline endorsed
BMT alone for AsxCS patients by advising that BMT alone
may be provided.2

The definition of BMT has improved considerably since
the landmark RCTs.3 In addition to recommending a healthy
and balanced Mediterranean diet, lifestyle changes (e.g.,
regular moderate exercise and weight loss) are now strongly
recommended for all AsxCS patients.3 Advanced smoking
cessation techniques are available, including nicotine replace-
ment therapy (e.g., nicotine gums/patches) and pharmacological
agents (such as varenicline or buproprion).3 High-intensity statin
treatment together with addition of ezetimibe, fibrate or a pro-
protein convertase subtilisin/kexin type 9 (PCSK-9) inhibitor are
essential to reduce low density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C)
levels to <70 mg/dl.3 A recent guideline from the European
Society of Cardiology recommends and LDL-C target
of <55 mg/dl for diabetics and other high-risk patients.4
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A 2020 article compared the 2011 Society for Vascular
Surgery (SVS)5 vs the 2017 European Society for Vascular
Surgery (ESVS)6 guidelines for the management of AsxCS
patients in an attempt to identify which AsxCS patient sub-
groups should be considered for a prophylactic CEA/CAS.7 In
addition to receiving risk factor modification, lifestyle mea-
sures and BMT for all AsxCS patients, a prophylactic carotid
intervention should be considered for young AsxCS patients
in centers with documented low perioperative death/stroke
rates provided they have ≥1 clinical/imaging features asso-
ciated with an increased risk for late stroke.7

A multidisciplinary consensus statement recognized that
not all AsxCS patients carry the same stroke risk8; it was thus
supported that the therapeutic approach for AsxCS patients
may need to be individualized and counterbalanced against the
general condition of each patient, their personal preferences
and the potential long-term benefits.8

Recently, three new guidelines for the management of
AsxCS patients have been released, namely, the 2020
German–Austrian,9 the 2021 European Stroke Organization
(ESO),10 and the 2021 SVS Guidelines.11 The aim of this
multidisciplinary document is to compare the recommenda-
tions for the optimal management of AsxCS patients between
the most recent international guidelines6,9-11 (Table 1).

The 2017 ESVS Guidelines

The 2017 ESVS Guidelines were prepared by a multidisci-
plinary Writing Group including vascular surgeons, stroke
physicians, vascular neurologists, and vascular specialists.6

The European Society of Cardiology (ESC) system was used
for grading levels of evidence and class of recommendation.
Each recommendation was reviewed and discussed by all
members. If there was no unanimous agreement, the wording,
grade and level of evidence of the recommendation was
reached via a majority vote.6

The 2017 ESVS Guidelines Working Group recognized the
improvements in BMT and acknowledged the fact that for
CEA/CAS to be beneficial for AsxCS individuals, the pre-
dicted patient survival should exceed 5 years and 30-day
stroke/death rates should be <3%.6 The ESVS Guidelines
Working Group underlined the need to develop clinical and
imaging parameters to identify a smaller cohort of AsxCS
patients at higher stroke risk on BMTalone in whom CEA/CAS
might be targeted. They provided a weak recommendation for
CEA to be considered in the presence of ≥1 imaging char-
acteristics that may be associated with an increased risk of late
ipsilateral stroke (e.g., silent infarction on CT/MRI, stenosis
progression, a large plaque area, large juxtaluminal black area
on computerized plaque analysis, plaque echolucency, intra-
plaque hemorrhage on MRI, impaired cerebrovascular reserve,
spontaneous embolization on transcranial Doppler monitor-
ing, and others), provided the patient’s life expectancy exceeds
5 years and perioperative stroke/death rates are <3% (Class
IIa; Level of Evidence: B).6 The ESVS Guidelines also gave a

weaker recommendation for CAS as an alternative to CEA in
average surgical risk patients with 60–99% AsxCS in the
presence of ≥1 imaging characteristics that may be associated
with an increased risk for late ipsilateral stroke, provided the
documented perioperative stroke/death rates are <3% and the
patient’s life expectancy exceeds 5 years.6 The 2017 ESVS
Guidelines were the first to define imaging and clinical pa-
rameters able to separate patient subgroups at higher and lower
future stroke risk and to suggest that a prophylactic inter-
vention should be considered for high-risk patient subgroups.

Irrespective of the decision to offer an intervention, the
ESVS Guidelines recommended a healthy diet, smoking
cessation and physical activity (Class I; Level of Evidence: B),
75–325 mg aspirin (Class I; Level of Evidence: A) and statin
treatment (Class I; Level of Evidence: A) for all AsxCS
patients.6 They recommended that LDL-C levels should be
lowered to <70 mg/dl (<1.8 mmol/l) or decreased by ≥50%
if the initial LDL-C level is between 70 and 135 mg/dl (1.8–
3.5 mmol/) either by 40–80 mg atorvastatin or 20-40 mg
rosuvastatin. These recommendations were based on the
2017 ESC Guidelines,12 which were released in collab-
oration with the ESVS. Finally, they recommended anti-
hypertensive treatment to maintain long-term blood
pressure <140/90 mmHg (Class I; Level of Evidence: A)
and strict blood glucose control in diabetic patients (Class
I; Level of Evidence: C).6

The 2020 German–Austrian Guidelines

The 2020 multidisciplinary German–Austrian guidelines9

updated the 2013 guidelines.13 Overall, 21 medical socie-
ties and organizations were involved in this revision (e.g., the
German Vascular Society, the German Stroke Society, the
German Society of Neurology, the German Society of
Angiology/Vascular Medicine, and the Austrian Union of
Vascular Medicine).9 Each society/organization was enti-
tled to cast 1 vote on every decision. All recommendations
were agreed at a consensus conference or by means of a
structured Delphi consensus.9 A systematic literature
search was carried out focusing on guidelines published
from 2014 onwards, systematic reviews/meta-analyses
published from 2011 onwards, RCTs, cohort and case-
control studies (if the latter were relevant to decision-
making or if no systematic reviews/guidelines were
available for a particular topic).9

The recommendations supporting an action were classified
as: (i) “strongly recommended,” (ii) “recommended/should be
considered,” (iii) “open recommendation/may be considered,”
and, (iv) “expert consensus.” The recommendations against
the use of an intervention were classified either as “not rec-
ommended” or as “definitely not recommended.”9

Regarding the conservative approach of AsxCS patients,
the German–Austrian guidelines provided a strong recom-
mendation for risk factor modification and lifestyle measures
(including smoking cessation, adoption of exercise, and
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Table 1. Recommendations of recent guidelines for the management of patients with asymptomatic carotid stenosis.

Guideline Recommendations
Class/Strength of recommendation

(level of Evidence)

2017 ESVS6 C A healthy diet, smoking cessation, and physical activity are recommended for all
AsxCS patients

Class I (B)

C Low-dose aspirin (75–325 mg) is recommended for AsxCS patients for
prevention of late cardiovascular events

Class I (A)

CClopidogrel 75 mg/day should be considered in AsxCS patients if aspirin tolerant Class IIa (C)
C Statins are recommended for AsxCS patients for long-term prevention of stroke,

MI and cardiovascular events
Class I (A)

CAntihypertensive treatment is recommended for hypertensive AsxCS patients to
maintain BP<140/90 mmHg

Class I (A)

C In diabetic patients with AsxCS, strict glycemic control is recommended Class I (C)
C In “average surgical risk” patients with a 60–99% AsxCS, CEA should be

considered in the presence of one or more imaging characteristics that may be
associated with an increased risk of late ipsilateral stroke, provided documented
perioperative stroke/death rates are <3% and the patient’s life expectancy
exceeds 5 years

Class IIa (B)

C In “average surgical risk” patients with a 60–99% AsxCS in the presence of one
or more imaging characteristics that may be associated with an increased risk of
late ipsilateral stroke, CAS may be an alternative to CEA, provided documented
perioperative stroke/death rates are <3% and the patient’s life expectancy
exceeds 5 years

Class IIb (B)

2020 German–
Austrian9

C All AsxCS patients should be advised to quit smoking, exercise regularly, and
have a balanced diet

Strongly recommended (2a)

C All patients with ≥50% AsxCS should receive aspirin 100 mg/day, provided the
bleeding risk is low

Strongly recommended (2a)

C All patients with ≥50% AsxCS should take a statin for long-term prevention of
cardiovascular events

Expert consensus

CCEA should be considered for patients with 60–99% AsxCS provided there is no
increased surgical risk and ≥1 clinical/imaging findings are available that are
associated with an increased risk of future carotid-related stroke

Recommended (1)

C CAS may be considered for patients with 60–99% AsxCS provided there is no
increased procedural risk and ≥1 clinical/imaging findings are available that are
associated with an increased risk of future carotid-related stroke

Open recommendation (2a)

C The periprocedural stroke/death rate should be as low as possible for CEA/CAS
of AsxCS. The in-hospital stroke/death rate should be monitored by expert
neurologists and should not exceed 2%

Strongly recommended (2a)

2021 ESO10 C CEA is recommended in patients with ≥60% AsxCS considered to be at
increased risk of stroke on BMT alone

Strong (moderate)

C The committee recommended against CAS as a routine alternative to BMT alone
for AsxCS patients

Weak (very low)

C In AsxCS patients in whom revascularization is considered to be appropriate,
CEA is recommended over CAS as the treatment of choice

Weak (moderate)

2021 SVS11 C In low-surgical risk patients with ≥70% AsxCS, CEA plus BMT is recommended
over BMT alone for the long-term prevention of stroke and death provided the
patient has a 3–5 years of life-expectancy and perioperative stroke/death rates
are ≤3%

Grade 1 (B)

C There are insufficient data to recommend transfemoral CAS as primary therapy
for patients with ≥70% AsxCS

Expert consensus

C High-intensity statin treatment is recommended for AsxCS patients ≤75 years
and moderate-intensity statin treatment for individuals >75 years or patients
who do not tolerate the high-intensity statin treatment

Expert consensus

C Antiplatelet treatment, smoking cessation, antihypertensive treatment aiming at
maintain the blood pressure below 130/80 mmHg and tight glucose control in
diabetic patients aiming at maintaining the hemoglobin A1c <7% are
recommended for all AsxCS patients

Expert consensus

ESVS, European Society for Vascular Surgery; AsxCS, asymptomatic carotid stenosis; MI, myocardial infarction; BP: blood pressure; BMT, best medical
treatment; CEA, carotid endarterectomy; CAS, carotid artery stenting; ESO, European Stroke Organization; SVS, Society for Vascular Surgery.
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balanced wholefood nutrition).9 All AsxCS patients should re-
ceive aspirin 100 mg/day and statins for long-term prevention of
cardiovascular events. Similar with the 2017 ESVS Guidelines,6

they recommended that LDL-C levels should be lowered
to <70 mg/dl (<1.8 mmol/l) or decreased by ≥50% if the initial
LDL-C level is between 70 and 135 mg/dl (1.8-3.5 mmol/). For
“high-risk” atherosclerosis patients, they recommended lowering
LDL-C levels <50 mg/dl. Finally, they recommended that
conditions like diabetes mellitus and hypertension should
be treated according to current guidelines.9

Similar with the 2017 ESVS guidelines,6 the 2020
German–Austrian guidelines recommended that CEA should
be considered and CAS may be considered for average
surgical/average-procedural risk patients provided these pa-
tients had ≥1 clinical/imaging findings that are associated with
an increased risk of future carotid-related stroke.9 However,
the 2020 German–Austrian guidelines were the first to recom-
mend lowering the threshold for perioperative/periprocedural
stroke risk from <3% to <2%.9

The 2021 ESO Guidelines

A multidisciplinary Module Working Group consisting of 12
experts in vascular neurology, vascular surgery, and neuroradi-
ology prepared the 2021 ESO guidelines.10 The guidelines were
developed using the Grading of Recommendations, Assessment,
Development and Evaluation (GRADE)methodology.10 A series
of Population, Intervention, Comparator, Outcome (PICO)
questions were developed; 4 for the comparison of CEA vs best
medical therapy (BMT) alone, 4 for the comparison of CAS vs
BMT alone, and 11 PICO questions for the comparison of CAS
vs CEA in separate trials in AsxCS individuals and in patients
with symptomatic carotid stenosis.10

Regarding the conservative treatment of AsxCS patients,
the 2021 ESO Guidelines10 endorsed the 2017 ESC/2017
ESVS Guidelines and recommended that LDL-C levels
should be lowered to <70 mg/dl (<1.8 mmol/l) or decreased
by ≥50% if the initial LDL-C level is between 70 and 135 mg/dl
(1.8–3.5 mmol/).12 Regarding the invasive management of
AsxCS patients, all 12 experts agreed that in selected patients
with ≥60% AsxCS and an expected survival of ≥5 years,
who are considered to be at an increased risk of stroke on
BMT alone, CEA was suggested after careful consider-
ation of the risks and benefits at a multidisciplinary
meeting.10 Importantly, this recommendation was inde-
pendent of sex and stenosis severity. Furthermore, the
committee recommended against CAS as a routine al-
ternative to BMT alone for AsxCS patients.10 Similar with
the 2020 German–Austrian guidelines,9 all 12 experts
agreed that the independently assessed risk of in-hospital
stroke or death following CEA or CAS for AsxCS should
be as low as possible and ideally <2%.10

Similar with the 2017 ESVS Guidelines,6 the 2021 ESO
guidelines recognized that BMT has evolved considerably
since the landmark RCTs were carried out (e.g., wider

use of statins and adoption of lifestyle measures) and
therefore downgraded the overall level of evidence of their
recommendations.10

The 2021 SVS Guidelines

The SVS selected a writing group consisting of vascular
surgeons with an interest in the management of patients with
carotid artery stenosis.11 The most important and/or contro-
versial issues and questions were identified and addressed in
the revised Clinical Practice Guidelines.11 Each topic area was
discussed and summary recommendations reflecting the
unanimous opinion of the Writing Group were reached by
consensus.11

The 2021 SVS Guidelines Writing Group used the GRADE
approach to rate the certainty of evidence and grade the strength
of recommendations.11 Recommendations were categorized as
“strong” (GRADE 1) or “weak (conditional)” (GRADE 2) on
the basis of the certainty of evidence, the balance between
desirable and undesirable effects, the patients’ characteristics
and preferences, as well as other factors.11

The SVS Guidelines Committee recognized the fact that
the question of whether modern BMT (including statins) is
equivalent or superior to CEA or CAS has not yet been ad-
dressed in well-designed, appropriately funded, prospective,
multicentre RCTs.11 Nevertheless, it was accepted that pa-
tients undergoing CEA on lipid-lowering medications had a
lower stroke incidence compared with those not on lipid-
lowering drugs. Statins were therefore strongly recommended
for AsxCS patients whether managed conservatively or
scheduled for a carotid intervention. Furthermore, a strong
recommendation was provided for CEA plus BMT over BMT
alone for patients at low-surgical risk with ≥70% AsxCS
documented by validated duplex ultrasound or CT angiog-
raphy for long-term prevention of stroke and death provided
the patient has a 3- to 5-years life expectancy and perioperative
stroke/death rates are ≤3% (Grade I; Level of Evidence: B).11

Finally, the 2021 SVS Guidelines concluded that there is
insufficient data to recommend transfemoral CAS as primary
therapy for patients with ≥70% AsxCS.11

The 2021 SVS11 Guidelines were largely similar with the
2017 ESVS Guidelines,6 with 2 notable exceptions.14 The first
was the recommendation regarding staged/synchronous CEA/
CAS in patients with a unilateral 70–99% ACS scheduled for
coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) procedures and the
second was the recommendation for CEA in ACS patients
(routine11 vs selective6 recommendation).14

Regarding the conservative treatment of AsxCS patients,
the SVS released a separate implementation document.15 They
recommended high-intensity statin treatment (atorvastatin 40–
80 mg/day or rosuvastatin 20–40 mg/day) for AsxCS
patients ≤75 years and moderate-intensity statin treatment
(atorvastatin 10–20 mg/day or simvastatin 20–40 mg/day or
rosuvastatin 5–10 mg/day or fluvastatin XL 80 mg/day or
lovastatin 40 mg/day or pitavastatin 2–4 mg/day or pravastatin
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40–80 mg/day or fluvastatin 40 mg twice daily) for
individuals >75 years or patients who do not tolerate the high-
intensity statin treatment.15 In addition, they recommended
antiplatelet treatment, smoking cessation, antihypertensive
treatment aiming at maintain the blood pressure below 130/80
mmHg and tight glucose control in diabetic patients aiming at
maintaining the hemoglobin A1c <7%.15

Discussion

The role of BMT in the management of AsxCS patients is
undisputable. Nevertheless, there is a clear need for individual
stroke risk stratification and appropriate patient selection for
whom a prophylactic carotid intervention should or may be
considered.6,8-11 Individual patient needs and characteristics,
including plaque morphology assessment, identifying estab-
lished markers of plaque vulnerability or transcranial Doppler
detection of microemboli, should be taken into account by
physicians. A recent meta-analysis demonstrated that the pres-
ence of MRI-detected intraplaque hemorrhage is associated with
an increased risk of stroke even in patients with <50% AsxCS.16

The risks and benefits of an intervention compared with BMT
alone should be communicated to the patient.8

Patient compliance with intensive BMT in real-world
settings is an under-recognized and under-appreciated issue.
A large percentage of patients cannot quit smoking.17,18 Drug
discontinuation due to side-effects or intolerance is also quite
common with some drugs (e.g., statins).19,20 Up to nearly 30%
of patients may also be resistant to clopidogrel or aspirin.21

Drug resistance/discontinuation rates among AsxCS patients
are important limitations in real-world contemporary BMT
practices that have a negative effect on effective stroke pre-
vention strategies.

Centralization of CEA/CAS procedures is probably nec-
essary to optimize outcomes. A prospective, multicenter (n =
36) study from China, the Revascularization of Extracranial
Carotid Artery Stenosis (RECAS) trial, demonstrated that
AsxCS patients offered CEA in low-volume centers received
suboptimal medical therapy preoperatively compared with
high-volume centers, including aspirin (73.0 vs 88.7%, re-
spectively; P <.001) and statins (25.6 vs 34.9%, respectively;
P =.008).22 A similar analysis from the United States using the
Vascular Quality Initiative database and including patients
undergoing CEA (n = 71 283) and CAS (n = 12 053) between
2012 and 2017 demonstrated that around 10–12% of patients
did not receive an antiplatelet agent preoperatively, whereas
approximately 20% did not receive a statin.23

The recently published Asymptomatic Carotid Surgery
Trial (ACST)-2 reported outcomes in 3625 patients randomly
allocated between January 15, 2008 and December 31, 2020 to
CAS (n = 1811) or CEA (n = 1814).24 A disabling stroke or
death occurred in about 1% of the procedures (15 patients
allocated to CAS and 18 to CEA), while another 2% of the
patients suffered a non-disabling periprocedural stroke (48
CAS and 29 CEA patients).24 Kaplan-Meier estimates of

5-year outcomes were 2.5% in each group for fatal or disabling
stroke. ACST-2 demonstrated that stroke or death is similarly
uncommon after both CAS and CEA, while the long-term
effects of the two carotid revascularization procedures on fatal
or disabling stroke are comparable.24

It is important to note that the data and the available ev-
idence for CAS refer only to transfemoral CAS. Transcarotid
artery revascularization (TCAR) is a novel approach which is
quickly gaining support.25-27 Current evidence suggests that
TCAR is associated with similar stroke/death rates with CEA
and with better outcomes compared with transfemoral
CAS.25-27 However, TCAR is not yet widely available.
Furthermore, so far there is no available data for TCAR from
RCTs. Recent pooled data indicate that in asymptomatic
patients the results for TCAR are better than in symptomatic
patients.28 The emerging role and the possible potential of
TCAR for the treatment of carotid patients was recognized in
the most recent guidelines, the 2021 ESO10 and 2021 SVS11

guidelines. However, both guidelines admitted that it is pre-
mature to make any solid recommendations at this stage.

A possible limitation of all current guidelines is the lack of
a proper and uniform definition of terms like “low-surgical” or
“average-surgical” risk. Another limitation in the future stroke
risk stratification proposed is that not all centers employ multi-
modality imaging techniques including transcranial Doppler
detection of microemboli, carotid plaque characteristics on
MRI, and impaired cerebrovascular reserve. Furthermore,
most of these markers are not fully validated for accurate
independent stroke risk prediction. Often patients are been
followed-up in the same institute with the same protocols and
often by the same technologist. Carotid ultrasound is easier
and less financial demanding than many of the complex
imaging techniques.

Progression of carotid stenosis on Duplex ultrasound is one
of the suggested imaging characteristics in the 2017 ESVS6

and the 2020 German–Austrian9 guidelines to consider a
prophylactic carotid intervention in AsxCS patients. In sup-
port of this recommendation, a recent systematic review and
meta-analysis (n = 23 studies; 8419 patients) demonstrated
that the risk of ipsilateral stroke increases significantly with
the degree of stenosis in patients with ACS.29 More specifi-
cally, this meta-analysis revealed a linear association of stroke
risk with degree of stenosis (P <.0001), with a >2-fold higher
risk for patients with 70–99% vs 50–69% stenosis (odds ratio
[OR]: 2.1; 95% confidence interval [CI]: 1.7-2.5; P <.0001)
and a 2.5-fold risk for patients with 80-99% vs 50-79%
stenosis (OR: 2.5; 95% CI: 1.8–3.5; P <.0001).29 This meta-
analysis29 was discussed in detail in the 2021 SVS
guidelines11,15 and is a reason for the change in their rec-
ommendations on when to consider intervention.

Finally, the CAS and CEA techniques (e.g., eversion vs
patch CEA or transfemoral CAS vs TCAR) differ with respect
to outcomes. The differences in outcomes between the various
techniques (as well as from one center to another) may justify
a different approach for individual patients. A practice
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recommendation without taking into account individual
physician’s and center’s expertise, as well as individual patient
preferences and needs, may not be generalizable. In addition,
the recent guidelines have not made any recommendation
based on patient age or sex. A prior guideline from a Neu-
rology panel recommended CEA only for asymptomatic pa-
tients between 40 and 75 years.30

Conclusions

All 4 recent guidelines6,9-11 have made considerable improve-
ments in their recommendations for patients with severe AsxCS
(Table 2). It is clear that all AsxCS patients do not have the same
stroke risk. Therefore, a “one-size-fits-all” approach is neither
justified nor appropriate. Although implementation of risk factor
modification and BMT is essential for all AsxCS patients to
reduce not only future stroke risk but also cardiac and all-cause
mortality,31 certain AsxCS patient subgroups at high future
stroke risk need to be considered for a prophylactic carotid in-
tervention. Each patient should be considered individually and
the appropriate therapeutic approach should be tailored ac-
cordingly. Besides the general recommendations of guidelines,
patient preference and local surgical/institutional expertise are
additional factors that play an important role in the management
of AsxCS patients. Several criteria that determine the therapeutic
approach of individual AsxCS patients should be strongly
considered (e.g., morphological characteristics of the lesion,
general health status of the patient, patient preference, and needs
and expectations). A multidisciplinary approach and a direct
involvement of AsxCS patients in decision-making are essential
to ensure the delivery of optimal management to individuals with
AsxCS. Institutional multidisciplinary team meetings may
consider individual factors for increased spontaneous or proce-
dural risk, intensifying BMT and using surrogate supplementary
imaging features for increased stroke risk in AsxCS patients.
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